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This idea of mine and then the intention to get to know more throroughly, 
with its interconnecctions and contradictions, the architecture of a country 
which has an extremely complex historical past, and yet is barely one hun-
dred years old, was finally conceived, although not without antecedents, in 
the April of 1961. That spring Turin, the 'capital' of FIAT, was preparing 
for centenary festivities. One hundred years before, on the 17th March of 
1861, after the adhering of Tuscany, and then Sicily, Naples, the Marches 
(Marche) and Umbric., the Parliament of Turin proclamed Victor Emman-
ual II King of Italy and thus, with the exception of Venice and Rome for the 
time being, unified Italy was born. To celebrate this historical event the city 
of Turin and the executives of the FIAT works organized a large national 
exhibition 'Italia'61', displaying the economic, social, political and cultural 
development and results of the one hundred years. \Vell, that specific April 
morning I shared with Italian and foreign colleagues the unforgettable ex-
perience of having the chance to stand in the middle of the Palazzo del 
Lavoro, the Labour Hall, (Fig. 1) just before completion, and to listen to 
the wise and patient answers of Professor PIER LmGI NERVI to questions 
not always benevolent. A wanton 'forest of columns?' He answered with a 
sligthly wry smile of the scholar forced to give explanations: ' No, signori ... 
No gentlemen, but if you see it as such, let it be a 'forest', but a 'forest of 
umbrellas' . 
And with that he opened his umbrella until used as a cane, asking 
the ones standing beside him to do likewise, and I was instantly reminded 
of an ex-professor of mine - very much like him as to his strictness in 
profession and to his lanky figure - who on occasions was also delighted 
1 Delivered at the Technical University of Budapest. Institute of History and Theory of 
Architecture, on the 13 th of December. 1990, on the occasion of the commemorative cel-
ebration and conference entitled 'Tradition and Intuition'. 
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to make us understand seemingly complicated problems with such 'every-
day' examples. Then, a few hours later, a colleague from Turin told me 
at the dinner table that such a large hall was in fact needed only for the 
duration of the centenary exhibition, lasting a couple of months, and, to 
tell the truth, a cheaper, temporary solution would have done. But the 
Professore had wished to see his long cherished idea realized, and therefore 
the opportunity was there now, the patron FIAT 'stooped' to the experi-
menting spirit and talent of the great architect-designer. On the one hand, 
a grandiose thought, on the other, a noble gesture, which required nothing 
'but' a NERVI and a FIAT. This episode, the fact that I was an eye and 
ear witness to the realization of a great work, of a 'potential monument', 
that I became aware of the atmosphere so characteristic of this people and 
of this country, which makes possible the creation of significant works of 
art, and furthermore of the same Turin, which is an organic entity of new 
and newer tendencies quite discernible one from the other in their phases 
as well, all based on historic continuity, well, all this together gave me the 
last impulse to undertake a thorough study of the architecture of these one 
hundred years. 
For sake of avoiding misunderstandings I must say that at the begin-
ning of my first stay in Italy as Director of the Hungarian Academy in Rome 
- which lasted seven years - almost all of my free time was absorbed by 
the deeping of my notions on historical architecture I had gathered in the 
course of my studies and then of teaching. Mesmerized by the 'in situ' sight 
of the works known and longed from literature, a certain time had to elapse 
before I was able to reach the conclusion that Italy's architecture of today 
and of yesterday is not identical with the 19th-20th century resultant of the 
historical architecture of the day before yesterday in the various parts of 
the country, in the regions, provinces and city-states. Here and now I wish 
to limit myself to the stating and emphasizing of the fact that although the 
inspiring fascination and seminal force of Italy's historical architecture is, 
even after 1861, still unchanged for the architect on pilgrimage from any 
part of the world, for the Italian architects it was actually a consequence 
of the creation of an independent and unified Italy that the world opened 
up and widened. The concepts and tendencies streaming in found a fertile 
ground and the Italian architecture, which had been practically stagnant 
in the first half of the 19th century, in a couple of years - at the turn of 
the century to be sure - caught up with the European standards, so as 
to rise to the avantgarde, together with its virtues and vices, in the period 
following the First and particularly the Second World War. 
A constant, gradual development, and finally a leading position: to 
put it like that is too summary and general. Nevertheless, here and now, 
within the limits of time and space at my disposal, I can set myself no 
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other aim than to support my statement alluding to a few milestoness of 
the accelerating progress, to a few masters and works of art. 
I would like to state in advance that as far as I am concerned, in the 
development of architecture, or at least of the architecture of the 19th and 
20th century, I belive the most important factor besides the personality 
of the creative architect is the commissioner equipped with the necessary 
economic and intellectual means, and if so, it is the more valid in the case 
of the better half of Italy's architecture. 
I admit that in the course of studying a specific work of art or tendency 
I have always been deeply interested in the opinion of the contemporary 
audience too, whether lay or professional, which of course is not the same 
as that of the succeeding generations, whose evaluation, by the way, is also 
muted by the passing of time. 
A short, hidden little piece of news on page 10 of the 7th July, 1883 
issue of The Builder, renowned English biweekly professional magazine: 
'Mr. DE FABRIS, designer of the new facade of the Cathedral (Duomo) of 
Florence, passed away in Florence on the 28th of last month, on the eve 
of the unveiling of his great work.' A few weeks later, the same magazine 
carries a three-column article with a full page illustration on the vicissitudes 
of the main facade of Santa Maria del Fiore, (Fig. 2) and on the 'happy' 
solution. l Let us not consider now the flood of newspaper articles, reviews 
and scolary papers which, already following the previous competition, but 
especially after the realization criticized and still criticize the solution to 
this very day with a vitriolic pen. 
Let us instead be indulgent with the hundreds of thousands of unsus-
pecting tourists, who, thanks to the progress of photography industry, have 
been taking their 'obligatory' pictures of the facade for decades, including 
naturally, Giotto's Campanile. Let us be indulgent, I say, for who can tell 
wether our restorations, carried out under the aegis of the Venice Char-
ter, will meet such an approval of and photographed with such enthusiasm 
by the future generations? Here I would prefer to quote the last lines of 
the above mentioned article: ' ... the regeneration of Italy was to bring 
a remedy also in the case of the Cathedral. In April, 1860. King Victor 
Emmanuel laid the foundation stone of a new facade. .. ,2 
And altough the work itself was started only in the autumn of 1875, 
the ruler's initiative proved to be exemplary. Numerous facades of signifi-
cant churches and cathedrals of the new Italy were 'dressed up', more or less 
stilistically accurately, but at any rate with noble materials, at great cost, 
executed accurate and professional. That is how a brand new facade was 
given, in the last third of the century to - let me cite only the best known 
ones - 'the Santa Croce in Florence (1857-1863, ::\rcOLA YIAT.-\s); in iVlilan 
the Sant'Eustorgio (1863-1865, GrovA;:\;:\r BRoccA), the San Simpliciano 
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Fig, 2, E~lILIO DE FABRIS: 'Florence Cathedral and its New Facade' (The Builder, 18th 
August, 1883, pp, 230-231.) 
(1870, CARLO MACIACHINI), the San Marco, (1871, same architect), the 
Santa Maria del Carmine (1880, same architect), the San Sepolcro (1894, 
GAETANO MORETTI and CESARE RAVA), the San Lorenzo (1894, Cesare 
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Nava) , the San Babila (1905-1906, PAOLO CESARE BIANCHI), the cathe-
dral of Arezzo (1901-1914, DANTE VIVIANI), of Naples (1877-1905, ERRICO 
ALVINO), and of Amalfi (1891, same architect),3. Let us now forgive for a 
minute these architects for not having solved their tasks in the spirit of the 
Athens (1931), or Rome (1931), or, if you like, the Venice (1964) Charters. 
To do so they would have had to be born half a century later. After all 
what they did was nothing but was being comitted by their colleagues at the 
time all over Europe. For us the phenomenon itself is far more important: 
almost everywhere in the newly created country, from the North down to 
the South, the unfolding wave of construction fever is initiated with such 
or similar projects, only to be enriched later on by new challenges, and 
this wave, apart from short stagnations and the hiatus imposed by the two 
world wars, can be said to be continuing today. Italy was and still is, a 
country that builds. 
I have promised to cite only milestones. In the period of histori-
cism, I regard as such the work of ALESSA:\DRO A:\TO:\ELLI (1798-1888), 
specifically his 121 m tall, daringly constructured cupola rising above the 
crossing the late Renaissance church of San Gaudenzio in N ovara (from 
1841 onwards), and, in particular, the structural bravura of the 165 m of 
the tower of the Mole AntoneUiana (Fig. 3) in Turin (designed in 1863, 
construction from 1876 onwards). \Vith these works, A:\TO:\ELLI serves 
as the connecting link, in the historical continuity of Italian architecture, 
between the great Baroque structural innovators and the builder-archit.ect.s 
of the Twentieth Cent.ury. Although t.he creat.ure dinamism of A:\TO:\IO 
SA:\T'ELIA (1988-1916) who perished at t.he age of 28 in t.he First 'World 
'vVar, are preserved only by his drawings (Fig. 4) reflecting his quest for 
new structural solutions, now preserved at t.he Villa Olmo in Como, less 
than a decade later by PIER Lt'lGI \'ERVI's (1891-1979) Augusteo cinema 
(1926-1927) marks start.ing out. of a builder-archit.ect. European scale, just. 
like RICCARDO ~iIORA:\DI's (born in 1902), garage in Rome, 1932-1933). 
Here and now I do not wish t.o deal with the errors and sins of 19t.h-
20-th century hist.oricism in Italy. The exaggerat.edly large triumphal-arch-
motif main gate of GIl'SEPPE :\IE:\GO:\(s (1829-1877) Gallery in IvIilan 
(1865-1878), GIFSEPPE SACCO:\I's (1853-1905) Victor Emmanuel Monu-
ment in Rome (1884-1911), GrGLIEL:lIO C.-\LDEHI:\I's (1837-1916) neo-
manerist., Berninian and Garnierian Palace of Justice (1888-1910), the 
whole oeuvre of the fat.her, PlO (1846-1928) and of t.he son, :\IAHCCLLO 
PIACE;"\TI;"\I (1881-1960) and of t.he ot.hers as well, have been reduced t.o 
powder by crit.icism before me, so t.hat t.here is lit.tle I could add. However. 
in the equalizing perspective of time - sine ira et studio - I might. have 
a few things to say in t.heir defense.·j 
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Fig. S . . -\LESS'\:\DHO :\:;TO:\ELLI: Mole Anlonelliana. originally synagogue. now Hisorg-
imento :-lllseuIll. TUTin. froIll 1816 onwards. 
Let us stick to milestones. I consider to be such the representatives 
of the rationalist tendency between the two world wars, whether they were 
active as members of the Italian group of CIAJvf or of Gruppo 7, or as 
free-lance artists. Among these GnSEPPE TERRAGi\!'S (1904-1942) Novo-
comum tenement house in Como (1927-1928), but even more, his Casa 
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Fig. 4. A;\TO;\IO SA;\T'ELIA:Cil.fa Fufll1'istu. block fla.ts, drawing. 191-1. 
del Popolo (Fascist Party Headquarters) in the same city (1932-1936) are 
avant-garde creations making a precedent. (Pig. 5) TERRAGi'\J could not 
live to see Italy's economic, social and cultural ascension following the 
Second World War, and neither did GruSEPPE PAGANO (1896-1945), who 
perished even in a concentration camp, as GrAN LUIGI BAi'\FI (1910-1945), 
one time member of the STUDIO BBPR (BANFI, BELGIOJOSO. PERES-
SUTTI, ROGERS), active even after the liberation of the country, or the 
militant champion of modern architecture, the critic EOOAROO PERSICO 
(1900-1936) . 
The year 1933 actually marks the entry on stage of a great generation 
of architects. A group of architects led by GIOVAi'\i'\I :\IICIIELl"CCI (born 
in 1891) wins the competition for the building of the Railway Station in 
Florence behind the apse of the Santa Maria Novella, and the completion 
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Fig. 5. GIUSEPPE TERRAG:-il: Casa del Popolo (Fascist Party Headquarters), !lOll" Fi-
nance Guard's Office. Como. 19:32-36 
of the building opens a new chapter in the history of the problematic issue 
of building into a historical environment. A:\:\IBALE VITELLOZZI's (1903-
1990) and his colleagues' Termini Railway Station in Rome (1948-1950) is 
an organic continuation of that idea. Signalling the breakthrough is the 
fact that in the same year three of the four competitions for the design of 
post-office buildings in Rome, the center of conservative architecture, were 
won by representatives of the new architecture such as ADALBERTO LIBERA 
(1903-1963), GIUSEPPE SAr.IONA (1898-1983), and rVIARIO RmOLFI (1904-
1984). 
This is not the time to detail the reasons but let me bring to your 
attention a peculiarly Italian phenomenon. Through Europe, and even in 
the United States of America, the mid-to-end of the 1930's is dominated by 
conservative tendencies. That is, not only in dictatorial regimes, but also 
in democratic countries. In Italy there is an 'official' tendency, operating 
with the simplification of classical forms. Its leading figure is ?VIARCELLO 
PIACE:\TINI, referred to above. His is the last word in every important gov-
ernment commission.(Fig. 6) 'What is expectional, particular and a positive 
feature characteristic exclusively of the Italian mentality, is that PIACEN-
TINI, in addition to the representatives of the conservative tendency, also 
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allowed the most significant personages of the rationalist movement to con-
tribute to the two most important public building complexes at the time 
in Rome. Among the designers of the department-institut buildings of the 
Rome University City (built from 1932 onwards) we can find, each of them 
represented by one building, GruSEPPE CAPPONI (1893-1936), GIO PONTI 
(1891-1979), GIOVANNI MICHELUCCI and GruSEPPE PAGANO. Moreover, 
the planning of one most visible building at the time in the new city com-
plex in the outskirts of Rome, then E/42, today EUR which was projected 
for the world exhibition of 1942, never held because of World War Il, was 
awarded to ADALBERTO LIBERA. 
Not too much good could be said about the most significant, or at 
least remarkable from the point of view of dimensions, townbuilding ac-
tivity of the period, i.e. about the new towns of Pomesia, Littoria (to-
day Latina) Guidonia, Pontinia, created by the draining of the Pontine 
Marshes, beyond the fact of their mere foundation, had two outstanding 
architects, representing modern architectural principles not been granted 
commissions in these projects. The town of Sabaudia was planned (1933-
1934) by LUIGI PICCINATO (1899-1983) associated with E. MONTUORI, A. 
SCALPELLI, and G. CANCELOTTI, and this was the first modern solution 
for a major urban planning project in Italy. Similar in spirit is LODOVICO 
QUARONI's (born in 1911) plan for Aprilia, (1936, in collaboration with F. 
FARIELLO and S. MURATORI). 
An example of optimal relations between a patron and an architect 
is the fructual collaboration lasting several decades between the archi-
tects LUlGI FIGINI (born in 1903) and GINO POLLINI (1903-1991) and the 
Oliveiti works. It so happened that the two talented young architects' plans 
for a villa-studio presented at the Vth. Triennale in Milan, (1933) and a 
number of other smaller works of theirs caught the attention of ADRIA,'W 
OLIVETTI (1901-1960), the owner of the office machine factories named af-
ter him - or to be specific, after his father, CAMILLO - a broad minded, 
dynamic Maecenas of modern Italian architecture and industrial design, 
and thus their long lasting collaboration proved to be beneficial for the 
world-famous Company as well as for modern Italian architecture. From 
1934 to the end of the 1950's, it was they who enlarged continuously the 
establishments in Ivrea, and especially in the factory units built between 
1947-1949, they demonstrated their ability to solve at a high level both the 
functional and aesthetic requirements of modern industrial building. How-
ever, their activity in Ivrea was not limited strictly to factory building. It 
was part of Olivetti's business policy to provide its workers and employers 
with as many facilities as possible, such as housing and up-to-date recre-
ation centers. FIGINI and POLLINI built entire residential districts in Ivrea 
(1936-37, 1940). This is where their kindergarten (1939-1941) built on a 
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Fig. 7. FIGI;>;1 and POLLI;>;I: 'Madonna dei PoveT"i' (Our Lady of the Poor) Church, 
Milan (19.52-.54) 
little hill is a masterpiece of perfect integration into the landscape, and also 
their recreation centers constructed for the workers have become integral 
parts of the town. Nevertheless, FIGI!\1 and POLLI1\1 never did monopolize 
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Fig. 8. GIOVANNI MICHELUCCI : San Giovanni Battista Church at the cross-roads Au-
tostrada del Sole and Autostrada del Mare, Bisenzio, near Firenze, 1962. 
the Olivetti Works' building projects, just as OLIVETTI did not monopolize 
the talent of the two architects. 
This is how FIGINI and POLLINI, led by their deep religious convic-
tions, were among the first to take part in the revival of ecclesiology ar-
chitecture. Their 'Madonna dei Poveri' (Our Lady of the Poor) Church 
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in Milan (1952-1954), with its structural purity, with the sincere and ob-
jective handling and presenting of the applied materials (mostly reinforced 
concrete and marble), with the nobly simple elaboration of internal space 
- not with the aid of formal elements - suggesting and early Christian 
simplicity and atmosphere, is an epoch-making achievement in the renewal 
of church architecture. (Fig. 7) The multicolouredness and richness of 
this process is marked by GIOVANNI MICHELUCCIS San Giovanni Baiiisia 
Church (1962) built barely ten years later, along the Autostrada del Sole, 
near Florence. (Fig. 8). The tent-like building, beckoning the weary trav-
eller to rest and respite for the body and for the soul, is a masterpiece of 
the successful use of all the sculptural possibilities of reinforced concrete. 
In the course of this account - alluding to one or another work of 
great importance - we have already mentioned in some way or other the 
work of, among others, PIER LUIGI NERVI, RICCARDO rvl0RANDI, GIO-
VANNI MICHELUCCI, ANNIBALE VITELOZZI, ADALBERTO LIBERA. GUISEPPE 
SAMONA, MARIO RmOLFI, LUIGI PICCINATO, LODOVICO OeARONI, Ll1IGI 
FIGlN! and GINO POLLINl. Without pretending to be comprehensive let us 
complete this enumeration with LUIGI COSENZA'S (born in 1905) Oliveiii 
industrial complex(Fig. 9.) in Pozzuoli, near Naples (1955), GIO POi\TI's 
(1891-1979) and his collaborators' Pirelli skyscraper in Milan (1961), the 
BBPR STUDIO's Torre Velasca Tower building, (1956-1958) at the same 
city, used as an office and residental building, FRANCO ALBINI's (1905-
1977) Rinascente Department Store in Rome, IGNAZIO GARDELLA'S (born 
in 1905) residential building (Fig. 10) integrated into the historic surround-
ings of the Zattere in Venice (1957), and with CARLO SCARPA'S (1906-1978) 
Olivetti store also in Venice (1959). 
The list is of course not complete at all, but yet it is probably ad-
equate to demonstrate how many important, and often innovative artists 
came to force after the Second World War, who had begun their careers in 
the mid 1930's. (Fig. 11) During the period of the reconstruction and than 
of of economic upswing it was their activity, with the more and more signif-
icant collaboration of a new generation, that helped unfold that particular 
architecture, rich in themes and language and with divergent tendencies, 
in which the recent, art-historically-oriented critism discerns an organic, a 
neorealist, a neoliberty, a neorationalist and a postmodern phase, and the 
Roman, Florentine, Lombard, 'schools'-tendencies. Without delving deep 
into the complexities of this topic we can state confidently that the better 
half of Italy's architecture of yesterday and of today (I am not mentioning 
deliberately the drawbacks), worthy of a matchless national heritage, en-
riches with its best works of art the values of universal architecture and of 
all mankind. 
Quod erat demonstrandum. 
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Fig. 11. VINCENZO, FAUSTO and LUCIO PASSARELLI: polyfunctional building. Via Cam-
pania, Rome, 1964. 
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